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he challenge to all helicopters
operating in the Middle East and
in desert environments around the
world has been the severe and expensive damage caused by sand and
debris erosion to rotor blades.
The Hontek Corporation of South
Windsor, Conn., was founded in 1992
following Operation Desert Storm to
research and analyze this problem,
and then develop erosion protection
materials for use on helicopter rotor
blades.
In 2008, Hontek joined the Army
aviation community when the Utility
Helicopters Project Manager’s Office
(UHPMO) decided to coat the new
UH-60M model Black Hawk main
rotor blades with Hontek’s HC05XP1
heat conductive, de-icing capable,
sprayable coatings.
Hontek HC05XP1 is easily
repairable on wing at the field level
and the aircraft has no operational
limitations, to include flight in rain
and icing conditions.
One of the major improvements for
the flight line maintainer using
Hontek’s coating is the initial Hontek
process is completed at the depot or
original equipment manufacturer’s
level, significantly reducing the
amount of touch labor involved with
installation by field maintainers.
The receiving unit is only required
to remove the main rotor blade from
the shipping container, install it on the

During the Yuma desert training in December 2005, Hontek coated blades were repaired on
the aircraft, without power tools, by Virginia Army Guard Soldiers.

aircraft, and run a “track and balance”
check. Subsequent recurring maintenance for spot repairs is minimal and
this process allows aircraft crew
chiefs and maintainers to use their
time more efficiently.
To date, approximately 400 UH-60
main rotor blades have been coated
for the Army, including 160 “M”
model main rotor blades.
The coated blades are being used
on the first unit equipped UH-60M
models as well as on legacy Black
Hawk models. The units receiving
these coated main rotor blades
include the 101st Airborne Division,
the California and Colorado Army
National Guard, and others.
The fast paced development taking
place in 2008 is a continuation of the
current four-year journey of the
HC05XP1 coating systems for Army
helicopter platforms.
Iraq Field Trials
Following a year long trade study
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Andrew Ksepka, second from right, was part
of the hard-driving force to bring the coated
blades to the troops. Here, Ksepka, meets
with the Hong family, Jeff, Shek and Joanne,
during the 2007 AAAA Convention.

conducted by Sikorsky Aircraft,
under contract with the Army, Hontek
HC05XP1 coating systems were
selected by Sikorsky and the Army
for use on UH-60A and L models.
The Hontek-coated main and tail
rotor blades were field tested in the
desert at Yuma, Ariz. in December
2005 by the Virginia ARNG, who then
conducted additional testing when
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This past May 1, Hontek coated blades were flown in snow and icing in Denver on a UH-60A
Black Hawk #23445 from the Colorado Army National Guard.
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cluded that Hontek-coated blades
demonstrated the potential for unlimited blade life against erosion if the blade
coatings are properly maintained.
Water and De-Icing Tests
In April 2008, Hontek-coated
blades were further tested on UH-60A
aircraft for water erosion and de-icing
capabilities by the Colorado ARNG in
Denver. The aircraft flew in snow
and, as expected, the de-icing system
was functional.
As of Oct. 31, the CO-ARNG had
conducted over 135 hours of operations in mixed environments of sand,
rain and snow, including VFR and IFR
trainings, as well as numerous landings at dusty sites. According to an
ARNG maintenance officer, the
Hontek-coated blades held up to the
abuse well. The officer said even if
they get damaged, “...the damage is
minor in nature and it is still nothing
more than a short repair away from
pristine condition.”
There have been no major issues.
UH-60M Wide Chord Blades
In May 2008, one set of Hontekcoated rotor blades were installed by
the 101st Abn. Div. on a UH-60M
helo (#052) as part of the program to
qualify the coatings on the wide chord
blade. These blades were deployed
twice to the National Training Center
at Fort Irwin, Calif., for a total of 195
flight hours (72 hours at home station
and 123 at the NTC).
The aircraft participated in environmental, gunnery and force-onforce training. The aircraft landed
repeatedly in the worst environments
of the NTC with dust, sand, rocks and
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deployed in Iraq between February
2006 to February 2007.
In April 2007, the UHPMO,
Sikorsky and Hontek met with
Virginia Guard officials in Richmond
to review their year-long experience.
The Guard reported the following
results:
a. Among the 20 UH-60s with the
Guard unit, the two aircraft with
Hontek-coated blades flew 763- and
684-hours respectively with no main
or tail rotor blade replacements
required during the one year operation. The blades were determined
flight worthy upon inspection at
Sikorsky after the deployment.
b. By comparison, the 18 other
Guard aircraft that used tape or flew
without any protection required 44
replacements during the same deployment, including 22 main rotor and 12
tail rotor blade replacements, and 10
tip-cap replacements. Those aircraft
were out of service an average of 3 to
5 days per replacement.
c. Hontek-coated blades required a
minor topcoat repair after 40 flight
hours and a “primer-basecoat-topcoat” repair every 120 hours.
d. The topcoat touch-up repair took
less than 3 hours and could be flown
immediately if required. The “primerbasecoat-topcoat” full repair takes
less than 12 hours, including application and cure time.
e. After one year of operation and
occasional repairs, there was no need
to track and balance the coated blades.
f. Repairs can be done on the aircraft in the field and can be flown
immediately in an emergency situation, without impacting flight safety.
After the review, the UHPMO con-

debris. During the dust landing training, the aircraft conducted as many as
50 landings a day training the crews.
According to the reports from the
unit, the Hontek-coated blades performed exceptionally well and aircraft
052 was the only helo in the fleet that
did not require blade repairs. The other
UH-60M aircraft required repairs to the
erosion protection system they used.
The damage to the Hontek-coated
blades was minor in nature. In the words
of the airframe repairmen, “compared to
the alternate method, the Hontek-coated
blades performed 10 times better.”
The experiences at NTC also confirmed that the coated blades and the
repair procedures have the following
attractive features: easier to apply,

After the May 1 flight in snow by Black
Hawk #23445 in Denver, Sikorsky reps Greg
Monahan and Tom O’Connor, Jim Metzger
with UHPMO, Shek Hong, Colorado
Guardsmen CW4 Jeffrey Girouard and SSG
Marc R. Belo commemorate the event with a
photo in front of the aircraft.

does not require special tools, does
not require blade removal, still has
blade de-ice capability, can operate in
the rain, and has minimal impact on
performance planning as compared to
other protection methods.
After the extensive desert testing,
the UHPMO Modifications Office
made the following conclusions about
Hontek-coated blades:
a. Unprotected blades and blades
using other types of erosion protection in desert environments experienced significant surface damage in
less than 20 flight hours. Blades using
other types of erosion protection
required frequent maintenance and
caused loss of aircraft availability.
b. Hontek-coated rotor blades performed in the same manner as demonstrated by previous A & L model aircraft tests in Iraq. Limited and minor
erosion damage was minimized.
Maintenance and coating repair
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On May 12, UH-60M Black Hawk #052 flew
with Hontek coated main blades for the first
time. On hand for the flight were many representatives from Sikorsky, the Utility
Helicopter Project Manager’s Office; Co. D,
4th Bn., 101st Avn. Regt.; the Army’s
Aviation and Missile Command, and Hontek.

After flying 763 flight hours in Iraq with
minor damage, a UH-60 main rotor blade
with the Hontek-coating is used in a repair
training demonstration at Fort Campbell,
Ky. Shown here, a Soldier completes a
“primer-basecoat-topcoat” repair over a
masked outboard area.

efforts were significantly reduced
compared to other erosion protection
methods. The Hontek coating contributes to improved blade life,
increase aircraft availability, and
reduces maintenance requirements.
Hontek coatings when properly maintained will significantly increase the
amount of time on-wing thereby
extending the blades useful life when
operating in harsh environments.
Dedicated Joint Efforts
The introduction of Hontek coatings
to UH-60 helicopters is a joint effort of
the Army Aviation and Missile
Command, the Utility Helicopter
Project Manager’s Office, Sikorsky
Aircraft Corp., Kaman Aerospace and
the Hontek Corp. Many people have
labored through very long hours over
the past four years to bring this new
technology to the field.
MG James H. Pillsbury, then
AMCOM’s commanding general,
saw the values of this new technology
and was instrumental in providing
funding support for the field trials.
Andrew Ksepka, the assistant project manager for Modifications, and
his team of LTC Peter Smart, LTC
David Bristol, Chris Cousins, Dave
Stone, Marshall Young and James
Metzger worked with determination
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MG James Pillsbury inspects blade coatings with Shek Hong on a main rotor blade
during the 2007 AAAA Convention.

and commitment to bring this technology to our fighting forces in the field.
Tom O’Connor, Sikorsky’s Black
Hawk Project Manager, and his team
of Greg Monahan, Jack Kopchik and
Glenn Duhaime have devoted the past
four years to working closely with the
UHPMO on this project.
Kaman Aerospace has invested in
an expanded spray-booth facility to
meet the increased demands for coated blades.
There are many more hidden
heroes behind the scene. Due to their
superb efforts, the introduction of this
new coating technology is now available to the field.
Supporting Warfighters
Hontek’s new coating system has
revolutionized the way rotor blades
are protected and repaired in the field;
enabling America’s warfighters to
focus their attention on tactical operations and has significantly reduced
maintenance related down time.
Hontek coating demonstrates the
ability to significantly increase the time
on-wing when operating in a sandy
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environment with minimal maintenance provided at the field level.
During the field repair training sessions we observed a great deal of
enthusiasm from the Soldiers due to
the ease of aviation unit maintenance
level repair. Knowing that we have
provided a new way of reducing the
chores of flying and seeing the excitement among the warfighters has been
the most rewarding experience in the
four-year long journey.
To support the warfighters, COL L.
Neil Thurgood, the project manager
for Utility Helicopters, announced to
the attendees of the 2008 Black Hawk
Users Conference that putting Hontek
coatings on UH-60 helicopters would
be a priority for the coming year.
Other Applications
Due to its exceptional performance
against sand, rain, stone and gravel
impact damages, Hontek HC05XP1 is
being qualified for use on the Navy’s
H-53 heavy lift helicopter. HC07XP1,
a variant of HC05XP1, is being qualified on the Marine Corps’ V-22 aircraft. A flight demonstration is also
being planned for the AH-64 Apache
helicopter.
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Shek C. Hong is a polymer chemist and
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South Windsor, Conn. Retired LTC
Peter Smart was an assistant project
manager for systems integration with
the Utility Helicopter Project Office
during the field integration phase of the
Hontek erosion coating project.
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